Israel’s FinTech industry has grown immensely in recent years, making it a leading hub for companies around the world. The country is home to more than 530 startups that apply advanced technologies such as data science, biometrics, blockchain, and cyber to disrupt the traditional banking, finance, and insurance sectors. Drawing from vast amounts of data and a culture of innovation, Israeli companies are making strides in the fields of virtual trading and investing, digital payments, enterprise solutions, and battling fraud, ushering one of the world’s most conservative sectors into the 21st Century.
SELECTED SOLUTIONS SPANNING THE FINTECH VALUE CHAIN

To see all the Israeli FinTech companies: Visit Start-Up Nation Finder

Number of Companies

122
102
82
69
56
40
32
12

Trading & Investing
- etoro
- PAGATA
- EARNIX
- CAPITOLIS
- Credit顿
- EquityBee

Payments & Money Transfer
- Rapyd
- Payoneer
- melio
- PayKey
- rewire
- MESH
- CURV
- ZOOZ
- NAYAX
- credigrax

Enterprise Solutions
- tipalti
- papayaglobal
- qedit
- Green Invoice
- Green Invite
- Beyondminds
- OpenLegacy

Lending & Financing
- Fundbox
- BlueVine
- blender
- L-PESA
- behalf
- PARETIX

Insurtech
- Lemonade
- weSure
- Atidot
- PLANCK
- DigitalOwl
- Remitly
- 5G Five Sigma

Anti-Fraud, Risk, Compliance
- BIOTRACK
- FORTER
- paygiant
- risikofied
- identiq
- AU10TIX
-Theta RAY

Personal Finance Management
- persantitics
- Jasper
- lili
- Neema
- EcoBill
- CRED
- Finphl
- Remitly

About Start-Up Nation Central
Start-Up Nation Central is a nonprofit organization that helps address diverse global challenges by connecting Israeli technologies with relevant corporations, governments, investors, entrepreneurs and NGOs from around the world. Start-Up Nation Finder Innovation Business Platform is a comprehensive knowledge hub on Israeli startups, investors, acceleration hubs, multinational corporations, and technology-based innovation associated with academic research.

For more information, please visit: startupnationcentral.org and finder.startupnationcentral.org